Not your average,
but your BENCHMARK!
South African truckers have grown accustomed to expect best in class products from
Bandag. Innovation is central to ensuring that durability, quality and reliability are
not compromised! This infectious spirit to innovate has once again gripped Bandag!

Bandag Southern Africa is proud to announce
the launch of not one, but two, Next Generation
Application Specific® products.
BDR-HG is a premium product for the long haul and regional drive applications
for fleets that refuse to compromise outstanding performance for outright muscle.
BDR-HG is engineered to deliver serious traction plus superb mileage and all this, in a
gripping fashion. Besides shoulder and centre tie bars to increase stability and handling,
BDR-HG offers open shoulders and deep sipes for continued traction and excellent grip.

BDV2 is the latest addition to the Application Specific® range and is dedicated to the
Bus and Urban Delivery markets. Like its predecessor, BDV2 is set to be the next
Benchmark in its application. BDV2 offers a lighter casing friendly tread design. Its
wide shoulders and wide tread area together with the latest in rubber compounding
technology ensure an optimum wear rate (km/mm).
Bandag’s range of Application Specific® products now boasts an improved product
offering geared to offer best in class products for your trucking needs. It is testimony
to Bandag’s commitment of continuous innovation to deliver Application Specific®
products that are not your average, but your BENCHMARK!

With Bandag, you don’t have to be a tyre expert. You just have to know one!
Bandag specialises in the manufacture of retreads and best-in-class after sales service. That’s what we do!
For more information please contact Bandag on 011 439 6000 or visit the website at www.bandag.co.za.

With the reliability you get from Bandag, your ﬂeet can take on anything.
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